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Professor Harkishan Singh (25 November 1928 – 20 March 2020), Professor Emeritus at the

UIPS, Panjab University (PU), Chandigarh, a globally renowned pharmaceutical scientist and

science historian, very recently bid adieu to his wonderful life sojourn, breathing his last very

peacefully.  With his demise, not only we at University Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences

(UIPS), but the entire pharmaceutical world, per se, have lost a father figure, mentor, guide,

professional crusader and philosopher. 

 

Besides PU, Professor Singh worked at home with the premier institutions like Banaras Hindu

University (BHU) and University of Saugar, and abroad with the Universities of London (UK),

Maryland (USA) and Mississippi (USA). Born in 1928 in Lyallpur district, now Faisalabad in

Pakistan, he had a brilliant academic career. He obtained his B. Pharmacy from PU in 1950,

ranking first; and M. Pharm. and Ph.D. degrees from BHU in 1952 and 1956, respectively. After

a brief stint of working in pharmaceutical industry, he started as a faculty at BHU, and at

University of Saugar, before getting finally settled at UIPS, PU in 1964. At PU, he served as

Head, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences; Founder Dean, Faculty of Pharmaceutical

Sciences; Dean, Alumni Relations; and a Fellow of University. Beyond India, he worked as

Commonwealth Academic Staff Fellow at University of London, Postdoctoral Research Fellow

at University of Maryland, USA, and a Visiting Professor at University of Mississippi, USA.   Page

12 provides a bird’s eye-view account on his professional academic career in India and

overseas.

 

Professor Singh had several only’s and first’s to his credit. Inimitable discovery of a new drug,

Chandonium (Candocuronium), award of National UGC Fellowship to a pharmaceutical

scientist, election to Academie Internationale d' Histoire de la Pharmacie (France), conferment

of Doctorate of Science (Honoris Causa) by USciences (Philadelphia, USA) as well as by PU

(Chandigarh), and lately the coveted Padma Shri Award in the domain of Health Care &

Medicine by the President of India to the first pharmaceutical scientist.
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A Man with Missionary Passion and Visionary Execution:
Professor Harkishan Singh Sir, We will Miss You for Ever…

Professor Harkishan Singh, conferred with Padma Shri for his services to the field of Medicine &
Healthcare by His Excellency The President on India
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As a Researcher

Par-Excellence An outstanding researcher, Professor Singh had been very imaginative,

disciplined, meticulous and zealous scientist, dedicated to pharmaceutical research. His

scientific research was primarily focused on the fields of Organic Chemistry, Medicinal

Chemistry, and Chemistry of Natural Products. Over 350 publications, 18 books and 14

patents provide an authoritative testimony to the remarkable outcomes of his work. He also

mentored over 50 doctoral and master theses too. Professor Singh delivered invited lectures at

several conferences in India, USA, Canada, UK, Switzerland and China, including at prestigious

institutions like Harvard School of Medicine, USA. One of the rarest accomplishments to the

credit of Professor Singh and of the UIPS per se, is the discovery of a clinically useful skeletal

muscle relaxant drug, Chandonium Iodide (HS-310), which was later assigned by the World

Health Organisation (WHO) an INN of Candocuronium Iodide. After the successful design by

his proficient research group of Chandonium, a clinically useful aza-steroidal non-depolarising

neuromuscular blocker, it was subsequently approved by the Drug Controller General of India

(DCGI) and the Ministry of Health, Government of India, and got licensed to the Pharma

industry for its manufacture, marketing and clinical use. 

 

Quite inimitably, Dr Harkishan Singh had been the lone academic researcher, who invented,

produced and developed a new drug molecule; the only one discovered till date from any

Indian University using the meager resources available here. In discovering this drug, he

collaborated with University at Strathclyde, UK, for its pharmacological testing and Central

Drug Research Institute (CDRI), Lucknow, for toxicity studies and clinical trials. The drug was

found to be an effective, safe and potent neuromuscular blocker with short duration of action.

Its injections could be sterilized by autoclaving and later stored at ambient temperature

without significant loss of activity too. In this manner, he put forth a worth-emulating model for

an academic institute with scarce drug development facilities to synergistically join hands with

appropriate institution(s) for taking the “designed” molecule or product to its final destination,

i.e., the patient. Professor Singh had unmatched ardor for science and scientific research,

which he used to pursue through his enormous hard-work, discipline and devotion, beyond

the imagination of most. He was so punctual in coming to the Institute at 9 o’clock that people

used to set their watches no sooner he used to enter the premises. His two rounds in the

research laboratories, one around 11 AM another at around 3 PM, were almost a permanent

feature. The laboratory milieu used to be completely academic, with everyone remaining

engaged to one’s own work only. Seeing him working in his room in the evenings, from 7 to 9

PM, was also a usual feature. Professor Singh kept a priceless collection of chemical reactions,

in 4 volumes, compiled and written with his own hands. He always attributed the credit of his

phenomenal success to scores of research students associated with him, either during for the

creation of know-how or for propagation of knowledge thereof. Honesty and hard work, which

he used to invariably preach to the researchers working in the laboratory, were the two

hallmarks ingrained in his scientific personality.

 

As an Erudite Pharma Educator 

Professor Singhmade an indelible mark as an erudite, eloquent and disciplinarian teacher of

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, duly acclaimed and endorsed by his graduate, post-

graduate and doctoral students. Professor Harkishan Singh always strived hard to reveal

something novel and exceptional, while teaching medicinal chemistry or any other topic. As

per our own personal viewpoints, we are yet to come across a person more dedicated in his

academic pursuits, organised in his work habits, and more committed to follow his vision than

Professor Harkishan Singh Sir. By any reckoning, he made a profound impact on

pharmaceutical sciences and education.
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More often than not, a good teacher is the one who holds the traits of being Ever-Learning,
Updated, Connected to the World Around, Self-Introspective, Self-Paced, Value-driven and
Inspiring as a Role Model – the qualities abounding in Late Professor Singh.  It was well-said by

William Arthur Ward (1971) that, “The mediocre teacher tells, the good teacher explains, the

superior teacher demonstrates but only the great teacher inspires”. Professor Singh always

believed in inspiring the students. He used to first indoctrinate good things in his own life and

then only can advise the pupils toabide by. “The teachers must treat teaching as a passion, but
not only as a profession. And, a teacher should not merely teach, but also motivate. But for that,
he has to become a role model in life and profession both”, used to be the advice of Professor

Harkishan for his younger colleagues like us. While sharing his views on education, he once

shared a parable with us via email (21 July 2008), which we quote as verbatim, “My life-long
experience shows that what you cannot practice yourself, you cannot get it done by others. I
believe that it is a very difficult assignment to be a teacher. It is not easy to do a full justice to it.
Every action and movement of a teacher is under the gaze of discerning eyes of the students
and colleagues. All this has a cumulative effect. To make my point across, I may refer to a
parable. There was a noble who had a favorite race horse. He had to get a new trainer for the
horse when the one in position had left. The new trainer took a good care of the horse, but after
some months the horse started limping. This perturbed the noble. He got the horse examined
from best of the veterinarians, who found nothing wrong with the leg of the horse. The noble
went to a sage for expert advice. The sage asked if the horse felt comfortable with the trainer.
The noble told the sage that the horse, in fact, was very fond of the trainer. Finally, the sage
inquired if the trainer limped. The noble said, YES. The sage immediately replied, that is why
your horse is limping. One starts imitating whom one likes and admires. The trainer was
changed and the horse stopped limping.” In the words of Professor P. C. Dandiya, “A University
professor should be very able, accomplished, competent, gifted, skilled and talented. Every
word that he utters should be meaningful and undisputed. He should not be argumentative. If
one looks around and examine, hardly anyone will fit into its attire, as Dr Harkishan Singh so
remarkably for all times to come.” In a nutshell, he was a great teacher, thinker and a doyen of

pharmacy education.

 

As a Perceptive Pharma Historian 

Professor Singh’s attention, adoration and passion for historical research germinated in the soil

of bibliophilia of school years, and grew steadily into keen interest after he visited various

libraries, galleries and museums during his several stints abroad. As a pharmaceutical science

historian, he carried out extensive exploration of the status of pharmaceutical education,

pharmacy practice, development of pharmacopoeias and formularies, and written biographies

of the pharmaceutical luminaries of the 19th and 20th centuries, and brought so many

forgotten scholars to limelight. It was he, who through his factual yet simple writings, made the

legends like M.L. Schroff, G.P. Srivastava and R.N. Chopra immortal in the archives of science

history.

 

This passion and vision to craft documentation about the history of pharmacy and its

development in India reaffirmed in full measure in early 1980’s, when he began to slowly pull

out himself from the experimental scientific work, while shifting his focus towards

pharmaceutical history. This scholarly initiative received support from the UGC and the Indian

National Science Academy. In 1988, when Professor Singh got formally superannuated,

though not retired, from the PU, he fully revived this relatively dormant interest and started

delving into the history of pharmaceutical developments in India during the last two centuries.

He produced volumes after volumes on various aspects of the journey of pharmacy in India,

from men to materials, from legislations to their implementation, and from industry to

pharmacy practice.
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The research-based, professional, scientific as well historical contributions scribbled by him

andsubsequently published are well-recognized, at national and global levels both. His

exemplary standing as a science and pharmacy historian was nationally and internationally

recognized by numerous honours, fellowships and accolades to his credit, particularly by his

election to “the Academie Internationale d’Histoire de la Pharmacie”, in 1995.

 

As a Prolific Man of Letters 

In the last six decades or so, he made a tangible mark as a man of letters, with a special place in

the Annals of Pharmacy. Among over 350 invaluable publications authored by Professor Singh

are 21 books, 125 original research papers in medicinal chemistry, around 70 research papers

on pharmaceutical history, nearly 120 review and overview articles on pharmaceutical

education, professional issues and related topics, and 14 patents obtained on heterosteroids.

His output of publications had been extraordinary, with his books finding a proud and

prominent place in the shelves of pharmacy institutes all across the globe.

 

The articles,general reviews or overviews, inked by Professor Singh relate to a diversity of

realms, ranging from pharmaceutical education and research, pharmacy practice, industry,

trade, regulatory aspects on drugs and pharmacy, colonial medicine and pharmacy,

pharmaceutical bodies and journals and biographies of great pharmaceutical personalities. He

always articulated his views quite freely and candidly, in an informative, educative, inspiring

and stimulating style, always aiming for the good of pharmacy and science in India. The

voluminous treatises penned down by Professor Singh constitute the lion’s share among the

concerted endeavors made by several pharmaceutical intellectuals during the last half-a-

century. Most of his writings are extremely enjoyable and rich in fresh knowledge, delving in

subtle details, as to how the pharmacy profession, education and industry took roots and

developed in India, and who all were behind the success as we see today.

 

His life moments from the very childhood have been scribbled very nicely and interestingly in

his autobiography, “Witness to an Era”. It encompasses so many fascinating anecdotes; poetic

notes in Hindi, Punjabi and Urdu; proverbial lexis; brief historical accounts, and at times, even

jokes, which he had immaculately pulled together in the form of newspaper cuttings or

handwritten notes for over five-six decades. Besides enormity of his professional work, he also

contributed to scribbling other scholarly pursuits like inspirational stories and collection of

quotes. One of his recent books, “Words of Wisdom & Miscellany: A Collection”, testifies his

fervor for reading general articles, preserving those with definitive ethical lesson(s) as a fortune

for over 50 years, and finally publishing the same for the benefit and amusement of the

succeeding generations. A list of popular reference and text books authored by Professor

Singh are compiled in page 13.

 

As an Immaculate Bibliophile 

Professor Harkishan Singh built a mammoth personal repertoire of archival material through

his frequent visits to variegated libraries in India, UK and USA in search of bona fide source of

material from archives there, or correspondence with several libraries, or through his personal

contacts with different individuals possessing rare archives with them. He categorized this

priceless collection of over twelve hundred volumes, maintained so meticulously in the steel

bookcases, duly catalogued and arranged so immaculately in the two rooms of his residence

just like in a professional library, till even the last days of his carnal life. This treasure not only

encompasses just scientific publications, but also gazette copies, articles in books, magazines

and other original literatures to substantiate authentic citations/references to each statement

during different stages in the history is a definitive lesson to be learnt in scientific writing. He

used to take immense pride in letting his eminent guests taking a guided tour of his personal 
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library. His entire collection, one of the rarest and biggest “Who’s Who” assortments of the

referral texts in the Indian pharmacy, adorns the precincts of NIPER-Mohali today, as a

consummate legacy for the future generations to consult and peruse.

 

As a Visionary Architect of NIPER

A major achievement of Professor Singh was the key role he played in the establishment of the

NIPER, Mohali, as an Institution of National Importance, much akin to IITs in the spheres of

Engineering & Technology. It was primarily he, who spelled out his brainchild of an institute of

national eminence by the Government, with world-class status and stature, ostensibly causing

major impact on pharmaceutical education in India. Not only Professor Singh conceived the

idea, it was he who burnt the midnight oil in carving out its complete roadmap, thread-by-

thread, on the vision, mission, evolution, location and operation of such an institute, also

taking into its ambit the proposed requirements of infrastructure, budgetary grants, faculty,

courses, governing council, autonomy and above all, land. Albeit it was a marathon task, yet he

had tacit conviction that no compromise, whatsoever, would be possible for upholding the

profession. Having the visionary plan been approved by the Government of India under the

aegis of the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers, its roller-coaster journey took off in

Chandigarh. Numerous meetings were held not only in Chandigarh, but in New Delhi and

many other places too. I (BSB) too fondly remember having participated in a couple of such

meetings in early 1990’s, probably as the youngest member of NIPER Task Force then. 

 

As a consequence of the useful and meaningful discussions thereof, the blueprint of National

Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), the name christened by Professor

Harkishan Singh himself, got established in SAS Nagar (Mohali), Punjab, as one of the finest

institutions across the Nation. Today, his vision and farsightedness have borne further fruits, as

the Government has lately established six more of such NIPER campuses in various parts of the

Country for producing high-quality pharmaceutical manpower to fulfill the suitability of the fast

expanding drug industry and newer paradigms of pharmaceutical profession. NIPER, or for

that matter NIPERs today, should and would always be remembered as the living

monument(s) to the unmatched vision and committed servitude of Professor Harkishan Singh.

In recognition of his truly outstanding contributions, a gallery in NIPER-Mohali, has been

dedicated at its Pharmaceutical Heritage Centre, exclusively to Professor Harkishan Singh’s

archival collections, showcasing his collections, degree certificates, numerous awards,

including Padma Shri, accolades and fellowships.

 

As an Emphatic Leader of the Institute 

Ever since the humble inception in Lahore in 1944, the University Institute of Pharmaceutical

Sciences (UIPS) has been constantly endeavoring to take long and rapid strides, as a flag-

bearing premier institute to cater to quality pharmaceutical education and research.  Much of

its glory in the magnificent 76-years sojourn today of this august institute can be owed to an

outstanding scientist, scholar, sage and philosopher, Professor Harkishan Singh, whom we

recently lost.

 

The UIPS attained numerous landmark milestones since its beginning and has risen to an

exalted status of institute of eminence. Professor Singh’s vision, guidance, mentoring and

nurturing have magnanimously contributed to all such achievements. The UIPS enormously

feels proud of its vital and deep association with Professor Singh, spanning more than six

decades, be it as a student, faculty member, Head of Department, Dean, or as Emeritus

Professor. His scientific prowess, imaginative leadership, administrative acumen, flawless

personal image, enjoying till today.
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Under the able patronship of Professor Singh, the Institute held the annual sessions of mega

pharmaceutical events of Indian Pharmaceutical Congress to commemorate its Silver and

Golden Jubilee years, in 1969 and 1994, respectively. The department witnessed a Red Letter

Day for pharmaceutical education & research on PU campus in 1980, when the University

bodies acknowledged UIPS excellence by way of constituting its own dedicated faculty, the

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, under the stewardship of Prof. Harkishan Singh as its

Founder Dean. It was under his leadership, the Department was recognized by the UGC with

the glorious status and hefty grants under SAP and COSIST programs, in 1983 and 1988,

respectively. In 2007, in recognition of the phenomenal growth of the Institute, the UIPS was

declared as the first pharmaceutical institution in the country to be awarded with the exalted

status as Centre of Advanced Studies (CAS) by the UGC, a cherished echelon which Professor

Singh always used to aspire, perspire and inspire for. Under his constant inspiration and

farsighted vision, the UIPS has maintained its distinction and dignity of being a front-runner

pharmaceutical institution in the country, with colossal infrastructural support received

subsequently since DST-FIST (2007-2012 & 2014-2019) and UGC-Networking Resource

Centre (2009 onwards). The MHRD of Government of India, under the NIRF parameter, has

consecutively announced top ranks for the UIPS among pharmacy institutions for the last

several years.

 

For decades together, the UIPS and Professor Singh have remained as practical synonyms to

each other. In this regard, it is worth-mentioning that the Platinum Jubilee celebrations of the

UIPS kick-started on 26th November 2018, commemorating 90th Birthday of Professor

Harkishan Singh. Even at the ripe age of over 91, he was quite replete with energy, mental

strength and agility, with his incessant mission to contribute more and more for the profession

of pharmacy. Till his last years, he made it a point to visit the Institute, at least once a week.

While visiting his room, listening to his advice and seeking his blessings, we the teachers of

UIPS, senior or junior, always used to feel like paying obeisance at a temple and bowing before

a saint. We greatly and gratefully relish, cherish and value the words of wisdom, customized or

generalized, that he used to share with us, whenever he used to visit the UIPS or adorn a

function in the University. The tiny seed of excellence sown since decades, will continue to

blossom with the heavenly blessings of our beloved Professor Harkishan Singh Ji.

 

As a Bejeweled Professional Celebrity  Professor Singh was decorated with numerous awards,

accolades and honours in India and beyond, almost every top academic and professional

recognition which a pharmaceutical scientist would ever aspire or perspire for. Statutory and

professional organisations like UGC, IPA, APTI, IHPA, INSA, PAS, and Universities like

USciences (Philadelphia, USA) and PU (Chandigarh), have conferred myriad recognitions on

him between the years of 1975 to 2016. But the epitome of all recognitions came recently in

2017, when he was awarded Padma Shri in Health Care by the President of India. Page 14

enumerates the list of awards and recognitions bestowed upon him.

 

Professor Singh remained quite dynamically associated in the working of several professional,

academic, scientific, statutory and gubernatorial bodies, and even held vital positions with

these bodies. He was a member of the Committee on International Education of Medicinal

Chemists of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, which prepared the Report

on the International Education of Medicinal Chemists (IUPAC Technical Reports Number 13;

1974). He took active part in various conferences and sessions of the professional bodies, and

influenced several of the outcomes. He was respected by professional bodies as well as

Governmental agencies like IPA, IHPA, APTI, PCI, AICTE, UGC, etc., which often consulted him

for guidance and expertise. He was member of the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) for two

terms; PCI Executive Member and a member of the Drugs Technical Advisory Board, Ministry
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of Health, GoI. He was president of APTI for two terms (1974-75). He was also general

president of the Indian Pharmaceutical Congress (1981). He had been a member of

Advisory/Editorial Boards of several scientific journals and of Scientific Advisory Councils of

some CSIR laboratories. He was a member of Standing Committee on Pharmaceutical

Education, Federation of Asian Pharmaceutical Association, International Union of Pure and

Applied Chemistry. He was elected Honorary Fellow, Punjab Academy of Sciences (2001). A

succinct list of professional, academic and governmental associations has been compiled in

Page 15. 

 

As a Man with Strong Personal Values 

Hailing from a remote somnolent village of Khara (Tehseel Tarn Taran, district Amritsar,

Punjab), no one could have ever imagined there that a son-of-this-soil, diligent, intelligent and

dyed-in-the-wool, would ever rise to the occasion some day, perform marvels in his work, travel

all round-the-globe, and make unparalleled contribution in pharmaceutical sciences,and earn

phenomenal name and fame thereof. The journey of child Harkishan began with a picturesque

rural background life of a multi-cultural community, with traditional habits, attire, generosity,

customs, high infant mortality, early girl marriage, and poor facilities for schooling and medical

assistance. Despite no clocks or electricity around, life was quite settled. The cheerful and

young Harkishan scored 100% school attendance and developed a love for poetry. Schooling

was followed by college years in Lahore, the then cultural and educational capital of Panjab.

Haplessly, soon after, the traumatic and terrifying phase of partition started in 1946-47, to

which peaceable Harkishan was an alarmed and anxious witness. Migrating to Amritsar, his

family of nine lived in one room without any qualms, and he himself pursued his studies for

B.Pharm. From Khalsa College, Amritsar, the then new abode of Pharmacy Department of the

PU.  

 

Professor Singh was deeply devoted to his parents, wife, children and grand-children. His

endearing references to them are a delightful feature of his remarkable autobiography and an

affirmation of the family values which have always been the pride and glory of the Indian

society. In his autobiography, he wrote about Mrs Singh, the lady behind the success of the

great man, “I married in 1958. My wife, Gian, was very affectionate, cooperative and supportive.
She and our children tolerated my spending time in academic pursuits, which to good extent
belonged to them. Actually, it is because of her that I have been able to spend so much of time
on my own studies.” His long-life partner of forty-odd years, Mrs.Singh passed away in 1998,

leaving Professor Singh all alone. He acknowledges her several qualities in the book, from her

keen interest in ‘Gurbani Kirtan’, to engaging herself with the family, taking care of his ageing

parents, children and other members of the extended family, and even fraternizing to social

community circles, when the man-of-the-house was engrossed in the academic pursuits. His

son, Tript Pal Singh, was born in 1959, when Professor Singh’s family was in the USA. His

daughter, Dr Manjeet Kaur, was born in 1962 in Hyderabad, when Professor Harkishan Sir’s

parents were settled there. Both his children, after completing their higher education in India,

are happily married and living well-settled lives in the United States. 

 

Dr Singh was a dignified persona with a tranquil and composed demeanour, equipped with

tremendous energy and quiet enthusiasm. Demonstrating a superb sense of order, he never

confused haste with speed, or motion with progress.  He was so patient, kind and modest,

possessing enormous inner strength. He was a jovial and light-hearted person with innate

sense of humour, at times rupturing into a mighty laugh. He used to enjoy taking good food,

daily walks, reciting Urdu poetry and even telling jokes.
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As a Benign & Principled Private Persona

The merits of his holistic and towering persona had been innumerable, beyond the level of

citations, much more than the accolades and awards bestowed upon him during his life-time.

His openness, interest and sage advice has been a constant succor for several of us. His

humbleness and humility permeated all his mundane activities and his down-to-earth

demeanor to issues as very refreshing. He lived life simply but enthusiastically, which has been

and would always be an inimitable source of inspiration across generations of his colleagues

and students. 

 

The unmatched dedication and discipline of Professor Singh, who used to sit on his desk from

“morn till late eve” even during his last days, would continue to stimulate, motivate and

insinuate many young minds to emulate.  It is highly exceptional to see persons at an

advancing age in such productive and healthy state, attributable to his superlative zest and

commitment for the future generations. His being a quite disciplined, engrossed and

organised man verily made him a young man at ninety plus. “I am here in this world, as I am
continuing with my history research. Without working, one ages fast with vegetative kind of
living”, he used to confide and advise. Living alone in his house with saintly habits while

devoting to scientific writings, a halo of holiness used to surround this “creative colossus”. It

offers a silent, though loud enough, lesson for our peers to find pleasant pursuits after

superannuation, be it through intellectual writing, social work, or even otherwise, and pump in

our cent-per-cent passion into the same.

 

Epitome of focused hard work, discipline, honesty, empathy, optimism and straight-

forwardness, Professor Singh used to abound in qualities, both professional and humane! He

always counseled all of us to adopt the practice of doing hard work, passionately, meticulously

and above all, honestly. He used to share his considered opinion that no science is possible at

all, unless honest.

 

Epilogue:

Professor Harkishan Singh Sir, your unparalleled achievements and contributions to the

profession of Pharmacy must have been documented in large number of publications and

books! But, as per the popular adage, "Your success is directly proportional to the number of
lives you have touched for the better”, this small compilation,  as a modest homage to your

eventful, memorable and long innings, bespeaks the impact and influence that you have

imprinted on people around you! Repertoire of experiential wisdom and unending passion

that you have always been, your words and aura had the ability to transform anyone getting in

touch with you! Stumbling upon you, even for short encounters, left huge mark on the inner

persona! Being a distinguished, gifted and adored scholar, you engendered not only respect

but also affection all across the world, a blend quite rare to find, indeed! Sir, you will be

recalled with fond memories and reverence by all those whose minds, hearts and souls you

impressed upon with your Midas touch!

 

Many thanks Sir, for leaving an unmatched legacy of unstinted faith in human goodness and

ever-growing research acumen! We are among the numerous fortuitous ones, whose lives

have been touched by your generosity, sagacity and sanguinity! Your footprints will continue

to steer us on the righteous path of research and academics, which the profession and

institute will undertake in the proximal future, yet to unfold! A befitting tribute we pay to you

through our earnest commitment to work for uplifting the society, profession and the country

with sincerity, integrity and diligence! Sir, your contributions as a great facilitator of the modern

pharmaceutical education, remarkable promoter and crusader of the pharmacy profession,

accomplished researcher in the experimental science & pharmaceutical history, and as a



benevolent mentor will always be nostalgically remembered and reaped by your posterity, for

eons to come!
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1953–56: Lecturer in Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Banaras Hindu

University 

1956–64: Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry,

University of Saugar 

1958–61: Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Pharmaceutical

Chemistry, University of Maryland, USA (on leave of absence from

the University of Saugar)

1964–72: Reader in Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Panjab University,

1964–72

1967–68: Visiting Professor and Research Fellow in

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Mississippi, USA (on leave

of absence from the Panjab University)

1971–72: Commonwealth Academic Staff Fellow, University of

London, UK (on leave of absence from the Panjab University)

1972–88: Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences (Pharmaceutical

Chemistry), Panjab University 

1976–81: Head, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab

University 

1979–84: Dean, Alumni Relations, Panjab University 

1981–85: Dean, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab

University,1981–85

1989–92: Emeritus Fellow (University Grants Commission), Panjab

University

2003–2020: Professor Emeritus, UIPS, Panjab University. 
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1982: Organic Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 316 (with V. K.

Kapoor); revised in 1987, 1991, 1994, 2000

1984: Basic and Pharmaceutical Practical Chemistry, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 181 (with V.

K. Kapoor); revised in 1986

1985: Medicinal Chemistry Research in India, National Information Centre for Drugs

and Pharmaceuticals, CDRI, Lucknow, pages 184 (with A.S. Chawla & V. K. Kapoor)

1985: Organic Chemistry – An Introduction, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 156 (with A.S.

Chawla); revised in 1989

1994: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 1: Pharmacopoeias and

Formularies, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 159

1994: Practical Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 208 (with V. K.

Kapoor)

1996: Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 671 (with V. K.

Kapoor); revised in 2005, 2012

1998: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 2: Pharmaceutical Education,

Vallabh, Delhi, pages 204

2002: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 3: Pharmacy Practice, Vallabh,

Delhi, pages 226

2005: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 4: BACMP 1, Mahadeva Lal Schroff

and Making of Modern Pharmacy, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 216

2008: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 5: BACMP 2, Vallabh, Delhi, pages

362

2008: Views and Reviews 1, APTI, Bengaluru, pages 627

2009: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 6: BACMP 3: Medico

Pharmaceutical Professionals, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 174

2010: History of Pharmacy and Related Aspects, Vol. 7: Builders and Awareness

Creators of Modern Pharmacy (BACMP) 4: Sir Ram Nath Chopra, Work, Vision and

Legacy, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 266

2011: Pioneers of Pharmaceutical Industry, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 200

2011: Pharmaceutical History of India, Vallabh, Delhi, pages 322

2012: Views and Reviews 2, APTI, Bengaluru, pages 300

2013: Witness to an Era – An Autobiography, Vallabh Prakashan, Delhi, pages 322; 2nd

Ed., 2019, pages 349

2016: Views and Reviews 3, APTI, Bengaluru, pages 321

2017: Words of Wisdom & Miscellany: A Collection, APTI, Bengaluru, pages 771

2019: Views and Reviews 4, APTI, Bengaluru, pages 189

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Books Published
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1975: Annual Award of the Shri AmrutMody Research Foundation

1980: Distinguished Alumnus Award, IIT-Banaras Hindu University

1981: President, Indian Pharmaceutical Congress, Thirty-third Session, Jaipur

1982: Acharya P C Ray Memorial Gold Medal, IPA, Bengal Branch

1983: G P Srivastava Memorial Award, APTI, Nagpur

1984: Professor M L Khorana Lectureship Award, IPA, Bombay

1985-87: National Fellow, University Grants Commission (UGC), New Delhi 

1987: Ranbaxy Research Award in Pharm Sciences, New Delhi

1987: Silver Jubilee Lecture, Andhra University, Waltair

1991: Golden Jubilee Commemoration Award, PAMDAL, Bombay 

1992-93: Bawa Kartar Singh Memorial Lectureship Award, PU, Chandigarh

1994: Elected Fellow, Indian Pharmaceutical Association (IPA)

1995: Elected Member, Academie Internationale d Historie de la Pharmacie

1998: PU Pharm Sciences Oration Award, Chandigarh

1998: Schroff Memorial National Award, IHPA, New Delhi

1999: Eminent Pharmacist Award, IPA, Mumbai

2006: Lifetime Achievement Award, Uttar Pradesh Technical University

2007: Lifetime Achievement Award, Chandigarh Science Congress

2007: Shri Bhojraj Panjamool Lifetime Achievement Award, APTI, Bangalore

2007: Lifetime Achievement Award, 59th IPC, Banaras Hindu University

2010: Shri Ramanbhai B. Patel Lifetime Achievement Award, IPA, Mumbai

2014: Conferral of Doctor of Science (Honoris Causa), University of the

Sciences in  Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, USA

2015: Lifetime Achievement Award, Punjab Acad of Sciences, Patiala, Punjab

2016: Illustrious Pharma Faculty Award, Dr H S Gour University, Sagar, MP

2016: Conferral of Doctor of Science (Honoris Causa), Panjab University

Chandigarh

2017: Padma Shri, conferred by Hon’ble President of India, for his notable

work in thedomain of  Medicine & Health care

Awards & Achievements



1970-1981: Member, PCI, Ministry of Health, Govt of India

1970-1995: Member, Advisory Board, Indian J Pharm. Sciences

1974-1975: President, Association of Pharm. Teachers of India (APTI)

1974: Member, Committee on Education in Medicinal Chemistry, International

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)

1976-1978: Member, Standing Committee on Pharmaceutical Education,

Federation of Asian Pharm. Associations 

1977-1981: Executive Member, PCI

1978-1979: Member, Editorial Board, Indian J Chemistry, Section B

1978-1983: Member, Drugs Technical Advisory Board, Ministry of Health, Govt

of India 

1983-1988: Member, Organic & Medicinal Chemistry Research Committee,

CSIR

1983-1985: Member, Editorial Board, Indian J Chemistry, Section B

1985-2001: Member, Editorial Board, Indian Drugs, IDMA

1987-1991: Member, Expert Committee, Board of PG Studies in Engg. & Tech.,

MHRD (Department of Education), Govt of India 

1987-1992: Member, PCI, Ministry of Health, Govt of India

1982-1984: Member, Scientific Advisory Council, CDRI, CSIR, Lucknow

1982-1984: Member, Scientific Advisory Council, RRL, CSIR, Jammu
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Professional & Academic Recognitions

Conferral of Doctor of Science (Honoris
Causa), University of the Sciences in 
 Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2014



Revered Professor Harkishan Singhji, Emeritus Professor, University Institute of Pharmaceutical

Sciences (UIPS), Panjab University, a globally renowned pharmaceutical scientist and science

historian, bid adieu to his wonderful life sojourn of 91 years, Friday morning i.e. 20th March

2020.  

 

Born in November 1928, Professor Singh completed his graduation in year 1950, ranking first

from UIPS, Panjab University, and postgraduation and Ph.D from Banaras Hindu University in

1952 and 1956, respectively. With a total experience of over 40 years in teaching and research

in medicinal and pharmaceutical chemistry, over 50 doctoral and master's theses had been

completed under his supervision in the research areas of heterosteroids and natural products

for the pharmaceutical developments in India. Professor Singh’s unparalleled achievements

and contributions to the profession of Pharmacy have been documented in large number of

publications and books and is also evident by his over 330 publications include 21 books, 9

history monographs; 6 book chapters, 16 other review papers; 125 original research papers;

65 research papers on pharmaceutical history; over hundred articles on pharmaceutical

education, professional issues and other topics. There are as many as fourteen patents

obtained on his name in the area of heterosteroids. Professor Harkishan Singh delivered

several invited lectures at institutions and conferences within the country, United States of

America, United Kingdom, Canada, and China, including the one at the Harvard Medical

School and at the International Symposium on Molecular Structure (1986) sponsored by the

International Union of Crystallography, at Beijing.

 

One of the rarest accomplishments to the credit of Professor Singh and of Panjab University,

per se, was the discovery of a clinically useful drug Chandonium Iodide (HS-310) which was 

A Tribute to Pharma Legend, Professor Harkishan Singh,
Padma Shri Awardee
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later named by World Health Organisation (WHO) as Candocuronium Iodide. This is highly

pertinent to add that Candocuronium is the only drug discovered from any Indian University

till date.

 

In recognition of his illustrious contribution for the development of medicinal and

pharmaceutical chemistry, the Panjab University conferred the prestigious Professor Emeritus

title upon Professor Singh in the year 2003 and Doctor of Science (Honoris Causa) in the year

2016. Other international recognitions include, D.Sc. (Hons. Causa) by University of the

Sciences in Philadelphia, USA in 2014 in recognition of his distinguished academic career and

outstanding contributions to scientific research in organic and medicinal chemistry and 

history of Pharmacy; his standing as a Historian recognized by his election to "the Academie

Internationale d'Histoire de la Pharmacie" in 1995.

 

From the humble beginning in Lahore in 1944, the UIPS has become a flagbearing institute of

pharmaceutical education and research across the Nation and world. Much of its glory in the

magnificent sojourn of 75 years is owed to the "Pharma Jewel"- Professor Harkishan Singh,
who was conferred upon "Padma Shri" by the Honorable President of India in 2017.

 

Not only this, the minds, hearts and souls he had touched, have walked a million miles beyond

their proposed journey with his Midas touch. He always came across as a towering personality,

and his rare feat of discovering a new drug molecule in a small research laboratory of the

University Department stirred the Researcher in many of us. His footprints will be our

companions on every single research journey we undertake. And we will cherish with

reverence the fingerprints on every heart he has touched.

 

In him, the country has lost one of the greatest Pharma Educators, Science historians, and

Drug Discovery Scientists of the Nation, and even beyond.

 

The faculty, staff and students of the University Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab

University, express their deep sense of grief and heartfelt condolences on the sudden demise

of our Pharma Legend, a father figure, mentor, guide and a great philosopher. At this moment

of intense grief and sorrow, with a heavy heart, we pray to Almighty to grant peace to the

departed soul and give strength to the members of the bereaved family to bear this irreparable

loss.
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Professor -UIPS & Program Coordinator, UGC Networking Resource Centre
dr_chopra_k@yahoo.com; chairperson.uips@pu.ac.in

Kanwaljit Chopra

University Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences (UIPS)
UGC Centre of Advanced Study
Panjab University, Chandigarh 160014 



It is rare in the modern history that one University Professor leaves a lasting impact on

Pharmaceutical education and guides the destiny of the profession in more than one way. Late

Professor Harkishan Singh of Panjab University is a testimony to the observation. Professor

Singh as he was known to his colleagues was an embodiment of wisdom, commitment,

sincerity and hard work. His long professional career lasting over 70 years (from 1950 to 2020)

was committed to pharmaceutical education and the profession of pharmacy. A medicinal

chemist by training, Dr Singh was deeply involved with the profession, be it teaching and

training of students, practice of pharmacy, writing of textbook(s), establishment of National

Institute or the Indian Pharmacopeia commission. In the last three decades he devoted himself

to researching and documenting the history of pharmacy in India.

 

Association of Professor Harkishan Singh with Association of Pharmaceutical Teachers of India

(APTI) dates back to its inception in early 1960s. He was one of the stalwarts involved in the

creation of a separate body what later came to be known as APTI. The association came into

existence on 28 April, 1966 at BHU with Professor ML Schroff as its first President and Professor

GP Srivastava as Secretary. Subsequently Professor BM Mittal took over the reins as its

secretary and also as the founding editor of IJPE. In 1974 Professor Singh was elected as the

President of APTI. Professor Singh was an active member of various committees and held

strong views against converting the journal, IJPE in to IJPER (Research) as he felt the research

papers published in it would not meet the global standards. He once shared an interesting

event that IJPE had rejected an article by Professor GP Srivastava, the founding secretary of

APTI. He was unhappy about it.

 

Once Professor Singh moved to Panjab University he played a greater role for the discipline to

get its due at UGC, AICTE and CSIR. For many years he was member of Pharmacy Council of

India and as Chairman Education regulation and played pivotal role in structuring the didactics

and training of pharmacists. In later years APTI did yeoman services by publishing six volumes

of the documentation of history of pharmacy and related events by Professor Singh. He

was committed to the profession of pharmacy till the very last. Professor Singh’s last

works (Volume-4) was published a few months before he breathed his last on 20th March

2020. The profession through the columns of APTI publications pays its last respects to

the educationist and rare historian that late Professor Harkishan Singh was.

Professor Harkishan Singh and his Association with APTI
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Emeritus Professor of Pharmacology & Former Pro-Vice Chancellor (DUI), Panjab University

S.K. Kulkarni

404, Queens Court Apts., Vaccine Depot Road,  Tilakawadi, Belgaum-590006 KA, India



Prof. Harkishan Singh, Professor Emeritus at the Panjab University, Chandigarh passed away at

his residence in Chandigarh on 20 March 2020, at the age of 91. Harkishan Singh was a

multifaceted personality. He was a senior member of pharmaceutical fraternity, a distinguished

academician, an outstanding medicinal chemist, an active participant in the growth &

consolidation of pharmacy profession in India and a pharmaceutical historian of international

standing. Within India, no other pharmaceutical professional in its totality has done so much of

professional work in various aspects of pharmacy as Harkishan Singh.

 

He did B.Pharm. from the Panjab University (1950); M. Pharm. (1952) and Ph.D. (1956) both

from Banaras Hindu University (BHU). He has worked on the facilities of BHU (Varanasi),

University of Saugar (Sagar) and finally at Panjab University (Chandigarh), where he became

Professor of Pharmaceutical Sciences in 1972. He spent around five academic year’s abroad

working at the Universities of Maryland (USA), Mississippi (USA) and London (UK). He was the

Head of the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab University (1976-1981) and a

National Fellow of the University Grants Commission (UGC) at Panjab University, being the only

person in pharmaceutical sciences to get this honour from UGC.

 

Prof. H.Singh has done an extensive research in medicinal and pharmaceutical chemistry. He

organised a very successful School of Research at the Panjab University, output of which

earned him fame as an able scientist. Around 48 candidates worked with him for their master

and doctoral thesis. A prominent highlight of the work of Prof. H.Singh’s research group was

the design of a muscle relaxant used at the time of surgery. It went through the testing in

animals and also clinically. It was finally given the status of a drug for manufacture and

marketing by the Ministry of Health, Government of India (GoI). The drug Chandonium Iodide,

named after Chandigarh city, was given International Non-proprietary Name (INN) as

Candocuronium by the World Health Organization (WHO), Geneva. It is rare that a new drug

gets discovered in the university laboratories. Chandonium Iodide earned world attention and

H.Singh extensively lectured on it in India, USA, Canada, UK, and China. A particular mention

may be made of the invited lecturers he delivered at the Harvard Medical School and at the

International Symposium on Molecular Structure (1986) sponsored by the International Union

of Crystallography at Beijing, China. 

 

Prof. H.Singh’s involvement in his academic profession was equally recognised. He introduced

extensive innovation in the teaching of medicinal chemistry and continued to write his

knowledge on the subject. He has co-authored several text books in pharmaceutical sciences,

of which mention may be made of the magnum opus ”Medicinal and Pharmaceutical
Chemistry”.

Homage to  Padma Shri Professor Harkishan Singh 
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Prof. Singh has been associated in the working of several professional and statutory

organisations and has held important positions with these bodies. He was member of the

Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) for two terms; PCI Executive Member and a member of the

Drugs Technical Advisory Board, Ministry of Health, GoI. He was president of Association of

Pharmaceutical Teachers of India for two terms (1974-75). He was general president of the

Indian Pharmaceutical Congress (1981). He has been a member of Advisory/Editorial Boards of

several scientific journals and of Scientific Advisory Councils of some CSIR laboratories. He was

member of Organic and Medicinal Research Committee, CSIR; Panel on Technology, UGC;

Screening/Expert Committee, Board of Postgraduate Studies in Engineering and Technology,

GoI. He was a member of Standing Committee on Pharmaceutical Education, Federation of

Asian Pharmaceutical Association and of Committee on Education in Medicinal

Chemistry,International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry. He was elected Honorary

Fellow, Punjab Academy of Sciences (2001).

 

Prof. H.Singh has received almost every top academic and professional honour and

recognition in India and abroad for which a pharmaceutical personage may hope to qualify. He

is the recipient of Shri Amrut Mody Research Foundation Award, Bombay (1975); Ranbaxy

Research Award, New Delhi (1987); Acharya P.C. Ray Memorial Gold Medal (1982); Professor

G.P.Srivastava Memorial Award, (1983); Schroff Memorial National Award (1998); Eminent

Pharmacists Award (1999); Shri Bhojraj Panjamool Lifetime Achievement Award (2007) and

many more. The University of Sciences (USciences), Philadelphia USA, conferred him honorary

degree of Doctor of Sciences in 2014 as recognition of his exemplary contributions to scientific

and historical research. The Panjab University, Chandigarh also conferred on him the honorary

degree of Doctor of Science (honoris causa) at its annual convocation in 2016.

 

Professor Harkishan Singh had a dominant role in the establishment and academic structuring

of the National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), at SAS Nagar,

Mohali (Punjab), under the aegis of the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers, GoI. His vision and

farsightedness of this concept have borne fruits. The GoI has now initiated the establishment

of six more such NIPER campuses in the country to produce high quality pharmaceutical

manpower to fulfil the suitability of the fast expanding drug industry and profession.

 

After his superannuation in 1988, Prof. H.Singh revived his dormant interest on the history of

sciences and started exploring history of pharmaceutical developments in India during the last

two centuries. He has built a massive collection of archival material through his dozen visits to

libraries in India, UK and USA in search of authentic source of material from archives there.

Besides he has obtained a lot of material through large correspondence from several libraries,

archives and from several individuals. He has organised his collection appropriately into over

twelve hundred volumes spread in 2 rooms at his residence. In my opinion it is a largest

collection of literature on the pharmaceutical history of India under one roof and Prof. Singh

continues to expand the collection. I, the author of this article, have described his painstaking

works on this subject of History of Modern Pharmacy in India in two compressive articles

published in Pharmacy in History of the American Institute of the History of Pharmacy. With

hard work and tireless devotion, Prof. H.Singh has contributed significantly to the field of

“History of Pharmacy of India and Related Aspects". His work has been internationally

acclaimed. He got elected to the prestigious Académie Internationale d´Historie de la
Pharmacie. His research findings have revolutionised the understanding of the history of

pharmacy of India during the last 200 years and revealed many unknown documents.

 

 

 

 



The publications of Prof. Singh include 18 books (with 10 history monographs); 6 book

chapters and 16 other review papers; 125 original research papers in medicinal chemistry; 70

research papers on pharmaceutical history; over 100 review articles on pharmaceutical

education, professional issues and other topics. 14 patents obtained on heterosteroids go to

his credit.

 

The review articles written by Prof. Singh also deal with pharmaceutical education and

research, pharmacy practice, industry, trade, statutory controls on drugs and pharmacy,

colonial medicine and pharmacy, pharmaceutical bodies and journals and biographies of

some pharmaceutical personalities. He has expressed his views freely and frankly, sometimes

even made provocative but always informative, educative, inspiring and all this for the good of

pharmacy and science in India. The better status of pharmacy today in India as a whole is the

result of sustained and collective efforts made during last half a century by many  pharmaceuti-

cal  luminaries and intellectuals including the substantial efforts of Prof. H.Singh.

 

Prof. Harkishan Singh was a very hard working man. According to him hard work and honesty

constitute the key to success in life. This he has always impressed on the generations of

students whom he taught or guided during 40 years of his academic career. The Government

of India honoured him with prestigious Padma Shri Award in 2017 for his outstanding

contribution to Pharmaceutical Sciences. With this honour, Prof. H.Singh had earned unique

distinction of being the first ever pharmacist in the country to be conferred with a Padma

award

 

Professor Harkishan Singh dedicatedly worked up to his last day of his life. He will always be

remembered by the posterity as a great accelerator of the modern pharmaceutical education, a

remarkable promoter of the pharmacy profession, and a researcher of repute in the field of

experimental science & pharmaceutical history.
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Dr Ravindernath Kaul did his B.Pharm. from the University of Saugar (1962), M.Pharm. Panjab University,
Chandigarh (1964) and Ph.D. from University of Bonn, Germany (1969). He worked for German
Pharmaceutical Company for 32 years, and he is presently a consultant on plant medicine in Germany. He
has published numerous articles and reviews and published two books on plant medicine.

Ravindernath Kaul

durgaravikaul@gmail.com

Courtesy: Pharma Times, May - June 2020
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Witness to an Era - Picture inset
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Witness to an Era - Picture inset
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Prof. Singh releasing UIPS Platinum Jubilee commemrative mug, 26 Apr 2019
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Prof. Singh with his family on his 90th Birthday


